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NETWORKED ONTOLOGIES WITH CONTEXTUAL
ALIGNMENTS

Abstract.
The problem of knowledge heterogeneity in the Semantic Web or in the context of
information systems remains a major challenge for the scientific community, in particular when several ontologies developed independently and separately have to be
exploited to exchange their knowledge. Several works have addressed the semantic
heterogeneity issue in ontologies and proposed to align them with additional knowledge. Recently a formalism taking into account the challenge of applied techniques
to represent and reason on aligned ontologies was proposed by the authors. The
authors proposed a contribution that can be seen as an extension of existing work
on the heterogeneous ontologies integration.
This formalism allows dealing with contextual representation and reasoning where
ontologies and alignments by pairs of ontologies are developed in different and incompatible context. In this paper, some aspects of multi-level networked knowledge
are recalled, detailing its semantics and discussing the comparison of the two semantics, DL-approach and DDL-approach, according to certain criteria, in order to
measure their relevance and to give to readers a way to choose one semantics rather
than another according to the context or the intended application.
Keywords: Networked knowledge semantics, contextual ontologies, contextual alignments.

1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, a Multi-Level Networked Knowledge (MLNK) formalism was proposed to
allow contextualization of alignment representation [25] and [24]. This formalism
attempts to solve the problem of alignments semantic heterogeneity using multiple
alignment levels. This favours dealing with the alignment complexity going up in abstraction instead of trying to force alignment experts to provide coherent alignments
at the lowest level of detail (increasingly hard as networks grow due to the cognitive
limits of humans). Syntactically, this formalism is defined in a very general way and
is independent of the ontologies underlying logic, exploiting the recursive technique
to build a hierarchically structured knowledge base in levels. An instantiation of the
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generic formalism was evoked, with the interest put on OWL ontologies.
In the literature, one may find three basic semantic languages for the interpretation of Network of Aligned Ontologies: Non-Contextual And Centralized Semantics;
Contextual And Distributed Semantics; and Contextual And Integrated Semantics.
But none of those semantics can be applied directly for interpreting the MLNK
formalism.
Inspired by those, this paper proposes an extended semantics for the
interpretation of Network of Aligned Ontologies on several levels. The
advantage of the extended semantics lies in the fact that each alignment
expressed between a source and target ontology is independently treated,
as each one possesses its own distinct vocabulary and semantics. The
first proposed semantic, Extended Non-Contextual And Centralized Semantics (ENCACS), favours the fact that ontologies and the alignment
set expressed in pairs are heterogeneous, either expressed in the same
context or different compatible ones. The second proposed semantic,
Distributed And Contextual-On-Several-Levels Semantics (DACOSLS),
is defined in order to support ontologies and alignments heterogeneity,
even if those are expressed in distinct and incompatible contexts. This
semantic favours the contextualization of ontologies as well as alignments.
The DL-approach applies Extended Non-Contextual And Centralized Semantics (ENCACS), which was developed and implemented with the obtained results
presented in [25].
The approach applying Distributed And Contextual-On-Several-Levels Semantics (DACOSLS) was developed and presented in a previous work [24]. In the present
one, the approach concepts are recalled, then we describe the prototype used to reason on the MLNK following the DDL-approach. Results from our test protocol are
presented and compared with the DL-approach prototype results.
In order to show the difference between the different approaches, a thorough
comparison is made in this paper. The resulting comparative study focuses on the
adaptability of one semantic over another. This will allow readers to justify the
choice of either for a given application, taken into account its context.
The organization of the rest of the article is as follows: In Section 2 the notion
of networked ontologies while highlighting the specific definitions to multi-level networked knowledge is recalled. Section 3 describes the semantic approaches of MLNK
interpretation. Section 4 provides detailed information on the implementation of the
DDL-based MLNK reasoner prototype. In Section 5, the semantic approaches (DLapproach and DDL-approach) are compared showing how they are different from
each other and in which cases one is more interesting than the other. Section 6 gives
a synthesis of related works and discussion. Finally, Section 7 addresses a general
conclusion.
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2 NETWORK OF ALIGNED ONTOLOGIES
Generally, Network of Aligned Ontologies (NAO) formalisms were introduced with
one or more motivations. Syntactically, they are composed of a family of local
ontologies and alignments that bind them. They are endowed with one or more
semantics for possible reasoning on aligned knowledge.
In this section, formalisms that can handle reasoning on NAOs are presented
with their motivations, syntactic and semantic representations. Table 6 summarizes
the latter, presenting motivations, syntax and semantics of the formalisms described
in this paper.
2.1 Motivation
We start by identifying the different motivations behind existing formalisms, then
we define the motivation for the introduction of Multi-Level Networked Knowledge.
2.1.1 Motivations behind Network of Aligned Ontologies
There are four important motivations associated with NAOs:
Ontology combination: this motivation is favoured to combine several non-heterogeneous
ontologies, where each one describes a separated, very different viewpoints and
complementary portions of a complex domain. In general, links are used in oris−part−of
der to link entities belonging to different ontologies (e.g., O1 :France
→
O2 :Europe) (see Section 2.2.2). As an example, E-connection [27] is a formalism proposing a syntactic representation and a formal semantics for reasoning
on a Network of Aligned Ontologies, where entities in different ontologies are
connected by links.
Resolution of semantic heterogeneity between ontologies: in order to resolve
the semantic heterogeneity problem between ontologies. It is necessary to use on⊥
tology mappings which are semantic relations between entities (e.g., O1 :java →
O2 :java). As an example, DDL formalism [8] proposes a syntactic and semantic
representation that permits reasoning on a Network of Aligned Ontologies using
mappings.
Ontology import: The import of ontologies is mainly used to promote the reuse
of the concepts, roles or individuals defined in other ontologies. The notion of
importing entities belonging to other ontologies with the goal of reusing them
was introduced in [7]. This is mainly interesting, as it permits reusing a number
of entities from a given ontology without importing it as a whole.
Mediation of alignment: This motivation ensures an independent management
of the alignments. As an example, one may cite the alignments composition for
exchanging and a better reusing of the latter through the network of ontologies.
The main goal is still to reuse existing alignments in order to obtain newer
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ones. The IDDL formalism [33] proposes a syntactic and semantic representation
in order to manage and exploit alignments to ensure mediation through the
knowledge network.
2.1.2 Motivation behind MLNK
The set of pair ontology alignments have their own vocabulary. They are
developed independently from each other by domain experts with different viewpoints, being then possibly heterogeneous. In order to solve the
heterogeneity problem between alignments, the latters, need to be linked
in the higher levels.
A real-life application example of gas turbine ontological representation is presented. Due to their wide usage in electricity production, the gas turbine is often
found in the center of large power systems that need to be managed in terms of
knowledge and maintenance. Four ontologies describing gas turbine have been developed for the purpose of this example, namely:
• an ontology for equipment (eq), modelling the turbine technical and hierarchical
knowledge. This information is provided by the constructor and contains 5033
concepts, where each concept describes an equipment or turbine component,
such as the concept flame-detector given by instance FD1 ;
• an ontology termed (Pr), modelling spare parts, such as the concept trim given
by the instance T1 ;
• an ontology for modelling the position of the equipment in the turbine hierarchy
(zn);
• An ontology created from an existing database mt, using a semi-automatic approach, covering, maintenance operations (both preventive and currative). The
mt ontology exploits the first ontologies (eq),Pr and zn) in order to provide
details on equipments and spare parts concerned by maintenance operations.
These ontologies are independent and heterogeneous; we aim to exploit
them via a common interface without constraining or altering their internal representation. We propose for that effect, to insert ontology
alignments separately without favouring any of the local representations.
Correspondences of the mappings type are produced via independent
⊥
tools, the case for the following correspondences: mt:belong ←→ eq:belong
v
between (mt, eq) ontologies pair and pr:trim ←→ eq:instrumentation between (pr, eq). The set of produced mappings may be enriched semiautomatically by new links (terms linking two different ontologies). This
operation is performed by experts, understanding one expert for each
ontologies pair. Alignments are then developed independently by domain expert expressing different viewpoints. It is then observed that
the semantic heterogeneity problem occurs at the alignment level. It is
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the case for alignments Apr-eq and Aeq-zn , with the terms Apr-eq :compose
and Aeq-zn :part-of , these links have similar semantics. In order to infer
knowledge, it is necessary to insert an equivalence relation between the
two links Apr-eq :compose and Aeq-zn :part-of . This comes to align ontology
alignments.
Example 1. An excerpt of ontologies and associated alignments are presented in
Table 1.
Ontologies
eq:

Axioms
flame-detector(FD1 )
flame-detector v ∃belong.instrumentation

pr:

trim(T1 )

zn:

zone(ANNA1TG01)

mt:

intervention(I1 )
team(TE1 )
intervene(TE1 , I1 )
member v ∃belong.team

Alignments
Aeq-zn :

part-of
eq:FD1 ←→ zn:ANNA1TG01
v

Apr-eq :

pr:trim ←→ eq:instrumentation
compose
pr:T1 ←→ eq:FD1

Amt-eq :

mt:I1 ←→ eq:FD1

concern

⊥

eq:belong ←→ mt:belong
AApr-eq -Aeq-zn :

≡

pr-eq:compose ←→ eq-zn:part-of

Table 1. An excerpt of ontologies and associated alignments
In order to solve the heterogeneity problem occurring between alignments
vocabularies, alignment at a higher level is proposed. This, however,
necessitates the introduction of a formalism permitting a representation
of MLKN. Figure 1 represents the turbine example showing alignment
levels.
None of the existing formalisms treats alignments separately and independently with respect to ontologies and the other alignments. As a
result, no proposition was made to align alignments, making all existing
formalisms not able to support alignments contextualization.
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pr
trimI(T1)

mt
eq
zn
flame-detectorI(FD1) zone(ANNA1TG01) intervention(I1),Iteam(TE1)
iintervene(TE1,I1)
flame-detectorIIIIII
E Ibelong.instrumentation
E
memberIIIIIIIIbelong.team

pr-eq
pr:T1IconsistIeq:FD1

eq-zn
eq:FD1IIpart-ofIIzn:ANNA1TG01

mt-eq
mt:I1IIconcernIIeq:DF
1
T
IIIImt:belongIIIIIIIeq:belong

pr-eq--eq-zn
=
pr-eq:composeIIIIIIIeq-zn:part-of

II

Fig. 1. Knowledge representation levels
2.2 The Network of Aligned Ontologies syntax
A network of aligned ontologies is composed of a family of local ontologies also
called modular ontologies or source knowledge bases and a family of alignments.
Knowledge node is a new concept defined to formalize MLNK syntax.
2.2.1 Local ontology
The local ontologies {Oi } of a network of aligned ontologies are indexed by a finite set
of indices I. Ontologies are developed and designed in different contexts. The notion
of information context has been extensively discussed in several works like [28], [16]
and recently [35], with a general definition of the context being a given “point of
view” or “provenance” or even “a temporal valid information”. Each ontology Oi is
represented in a knowledge representation language defined by:
• A syntax, that is a set of symbols and sentences (or formulas) that can be built
with them;
• A notion of interpretations, which defines a domain of interpretation and associate symbols with structures over the domain;
• A satisfaction relation, which relates interpretations to the sentences they satisfy.
There are many languages for knowledge representation applied to local ontologies
definition, one may cite First-Order Logic, Modal Logic, Description Logic, etc.
The proposed syntax for MLNK is generic and independent from any
ontologies language (See Section 2.2.3). In order to interpret it, the choice
of existing logic is given to the user, such as First-Order Logic, Modal
logic, DL, etc. In the presented work we focused on DL ontologies, as DL
is fundamental for semantic web and OWL ontologies. Table 6, resumes
local ontologies languages for existing formalisms.
Let us recall some basics formulation and concepts of DL [5] that will be used for
the remainder of the paper.
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DL ontology is composed of concepts, roles and individuals, as well as axioms
built out of these elements. A concept is either a primitive concept A, or, given
concepts C, D, role R, individuals a1 , . . . , ak , and natural number n, ⊥, >, C t D,
C u D, ∃R.C, ∀R.C, ≤ nR.C, ≥ nR.C, ¬C or {a1 , . . . , ak }. A role is either a
primitive role P , or, given roles R and S, R t S, R u S, ¬R, R− , R ◦ S and R+ .
Interpretations are pairs h∆I , ·I i, where ∆I is a non-empty set (the domain
of interpretation) and ·I is the function of interpretation such that for all primitive
concepts A, AI ⊆ ∆I , for all primitive roles P , P I ⊆ ∆I × ∆I , and for all individuals
a, aI ∈ ∆I .
Interpretations of complex concepts and roles is inductively defined by ⊥I = ∅,
I
> = ∆I , (C t D)I = C I ∪ DI , (C u D)I = C I ∩ DI , (∃R.C)I = {x|∃y.y ∈
C I ∧ hx, yi ∈ RI }, (∀R.C)I = {x|∀y.hx, yi ∈ RI ⇒ y ∈ C I }, (≤ nR.C)I = {x|]{y ∈
C I |hx, yi ∈ RI } ≤ n}, (≥ nR.C)I = {x|]{y ∈ C I |hx, yi ∈ RI } ≥ n}, (¬C)I = ∆I \ C I ,
{a1 , . . . , ak } = {aI1 , . . . , aIk }, (R t S)I = RI ∪ S I , (R u S)I = RI ∩ S I , (¬R)I = (∆I ×
∆I ) \ RI , (R− )I = {hx, yi|hy, xi ∈ RI }, (R ◦ S)I = {hx, yi|∃z.hx, zi ∈ RI ∧ hz, yi ∈ S I }
and (R+ )I is the reflexive-transitive closure of RI .
Axioms are either subsumption C v D, sub-role axioms R v S, instance assertions C(a), role assertions R(a, b) and individual identities a = b, where C and
D are concepts, R and S are roles, and a and b are individuals. An interpretation
I satisfies axiom C v D if and only if C I ⊆ DI ; it satisfies R v S if and only if
RI ⊆ S I ; it satisfies C(a) if and only if aI ∈ C I ; it satisfies R(a, b) if and only if
haI , bI i ∈ RI ; and it satisfies a = b if and only if aI = bI . When I satisfies an axiom
α, it is denoted by I |= α.
An ontology O is composed of a set of terms (primitive concepts/roles and
individuals) called the signature of O and denoted by Sig(O), and a set of axioms
denoted by Ax(O). An interpretation I is a model of an ontology O if and only if
for all α ∈ Ax(O), I |= α. In this case, we write I |= O. The set of all models of an
ontology O is denoted by Mod(O). A semantic consequence of an ontology O is a
formula α such that for all I ∈ Mod(O), I |= α.
An ontology is logically consistent if the ontology has a model.
2.2.2 Alignments
The correspondences represent relations between entities (terms or formulas) belonging to different ontologies. The set of correspondences is termed ontology alignment.
Let us recall that there are two types of correspondences:
• The first type of alignment (mapping) concerns the correspondences which are
associated with a predefined set of relations such as subsumption, equivalence,
disjunction, etc. where the given semantic is fixed for all interpretations (e.g.,
⊥
O1 :java ←→ O2 :java). Which means that the java entity in the ontology O1 is
semantically different from the java entity in O2 .
• The second type of alignment (links) is used to link ontologies covering complementary domains, it is the case of E-connection [27], E − SHIQ [32] and
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MLNK [25]. It is represented by inter-ontological roles between entities, termed
is−part−of
simply links (e.g., O1 :France ←→ O2 :Europe).
The syntax representation of correspondences, differs from one formalism to another.
As an example, DDL [8] is cited here, where mappings (DDL does not handle links)
are represented by directional arrows expressed as the target ontology point of view
v
w
(e.g., O1 :A → O2 :B) Where the inverse of the correspondence (e.g., O2 :B → O1 :A)
is not valid. In the case of the proposed formalism, as well as for IDDL, double
arrows are used to express correspondences with an external ”point of view” of tarv
get and source ontologies, (e.g., O1 :A ←→ O2 :B), Where the inverse correspondence
w
(e.g., O2 :B ←→ O1 :A) is valid and can be inserted. However, IDDL express correspondences from a global point of view with respect to the whole ontology network.
This is quite difficult to achieve, considering the limited expert’s knowledge not
allowing a complete understanding of all domain aspects. MLNK suggest expressing correspondences according to a global point of view with respect to a pair of
ontologies.
Definition 2.1 (Initial alignment language representation). The alignment language
LA that allows expressing correspondences is initially defined as a pair hE, Ri where
E is a function from any ontology O ⊆ LA which defines the matchable entities of ontology O and R a set of symbols that allow relating these entities, with
R = {v, ≡, ⊥, ∈, =} [14].
Alignment language, in this case, is reduced to the terms of existing vocabularies
and does not have its own vocabulary.
Definition 2.2. A correspondence expressed in this language LA is given by a
r
triplet he1 , r, e2 i noted e1 → e2 where e1 , e2 are entities belonging respectively to
E(O1 ), E(O2 ) and r ∈ R or r is a link.
These definitions do not constitute a problem if all correspondences are of mapping types, on the other hand, if some of them are mappings and others are links,
the problem arises necessarily. This is due to the fact that the links are terms likely
to have several interpretations, and can vary from one pair of ontologies to another.
The previous definitions of alignment language and correspondences do not permit alignment contextualization. To remedy to the problem, recent definitions have
been given where the alignment language has its own vocabulary allowing to express
distinctly mappings and links.
Definition 2.3. Proposed alignment language: An alignment language LA permits
the description of correspondences between two vocabularies. It is also characterized
by a syntax (how correspondences are expressed) and a semantic (how correspondences are interpreted). The syntax of LA is defined by:
• a set of terms, called links, specific to the alignment language noted V (LA );
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• a function E(LA ), which associate to each signature of a representation language
L, a set of entities that can be aligned;
• a set of relation’s symbols R(LA ).
Thus, the syntax of an alignment language LA is defined by the triple hV (LA ), E(LA ), R(LA )i,
denoted hV, E, Ri when no ambiguity exists. Two types of correspondences might
be defined as mapping and link correspondences.
Definition 2.4 (mapping correspondence). Let V1 and V2 be two aligned vocabularies and let the triplet hV, E, Ri denotes an alignment language. A mapping
r
correspondence is a triple he1 , e2 , ri noted e1 ←→ e2 where:
• e1 ∈ E(V1 ) and e2 ∈ E(V2 ) are matchable entities;
• r ∈ R denotes a relation that holds between e1 and e2 with R = {v, ≡, ⊥, ∈, =}.
Definition 2.5 (link correspondence). Let us consider V1 and V2 two aligned vocabularies and hV, E, Ri an alignment language. A link correspondence is a formula
l
in the form e1 ←→ e2 where:
• e1 ∈ E(V1 ) and e2 ∈ E(V2 ) are matchable entities;
• l ∈ V denotes a relation that holds between e1 and e2 .
Definition 2.6 (Alignment). Let V1 and V2 be two vocabularies. An alignment of
V1 and V2 is a tuple Λ = hV, κ, λi where:
• V is an alignment vocabulary;
r

• κ is a set of mapping correspondences, e1 ←→ e2 where e1 ∈ E(V1 ), e2 ∈ E(V2 )
and r ∈ R;
l

• λ is a set of link correspondences, e1 ←→ e2 where e1 ∈ E(V1 ), e2 ∈ E(V2 ) and
l ∈V;
2.2.3 Knowledge node
The syntactic formalization of MLNK is defined in a very general way, independently
of any language, using a recursion technique to build a knowledge base, hierarchically
structured in levels. In other words, it is composed of a family of knowledge nodes
and alignments between any pair of nodes where each node is it self-composed of
a pair of aligned sub-nodes. Hence a dynamic construction of knowledge nodes
where the most elementary node is an ontology. An ontology is therefore, a level
0 knowledge node, while all knowledge node of level m > 0, is constructed from a
number of nodes from an inferior level, linked using alignment. Formally the node
is defined as:
Definition 2.7 (Knowledge node). A knowledge node is a pair K = hVK , AK i where
VK is a vocabulary, also written Voc(K) and both VK and AK are defined recursively:
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• an ontology O is a knowledge node with vocabulary Voc(O) = Sig(O) and AK
is the set of axioms;
• for n ≥ 1, if K1 , . . . , Kn are knowledge nodes with vocabularies
Voc(K1 ), . . . , Voc(Kn ), and for all i, j ∈ [1, n], Λij is an alignment of Voc(Ki )
and Voc(Kj ), then K = hVK , AK i is a knowledge node with the vocabulary:
VK =

[

{ij : l | l ∈ Voc(Λij )} ∪

i,j∈[1,n]

[

{i : e | e ∈ Voc(Ki )}

i∈[1,n]

and AK = h(Ki )i∈[1,n] , (Λij )i,j∈[1,n] i.

If a knowledge node includes only ontologies and ontology alignments, we call it
a Network of Aligned Ontologies. If a knowledge node is neither a single ontology
nor a network of aligned ontologies, we call it a Multi-Level Networked Knowledge
base.
2.3 The Network of Aligned Ontologies semantics
Three basic semantics associated are defined in [34] to Network of Aligned Ontologies. Two other extended semantics inspired by basic semantics are presented in
what follows.
2.3.1 Non-Contextual And Centralized Semantics (NCACS)
This semantic is formalized by classical logic, there is a unique interpretation domain
for the whole network which is the union of all local interpretation domains (∆i for
all i ∈ [1, n]). Interpretation is a model if it satisfies all the axioms of local ontologies
(Oi for all i ∈ [1, n]) and alignments (Aij for all i, j ∈ [1, n]). See Figure 2.
Syntax O1

A12

I1
Semantics

O2 . . .

On−1 An−1n On

I2

S

i∈I

In−1

In

∆i

Global
interpretation
domain

Fig. 2. Non-Contextual And Centralized Semantics (NCACS)
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2.3.2 Contextual And Distributed Semantics (CADS)
There are two variants of CADS:
• Variant 1: this semantic is formalized by distinct and separate local interpretations (Ii for all i ∈ [1, ..n]), but linked by domain relations (rij for all
i, j ∈ [1, ..n]). The distributed interpretation I is composed of local interpretations and domain relationships, I = h{Ii }, {rij }i for all i, j ∈ [1, ..n]. It is a
model of the network if (see Figure 3):
– Each local interpretation Ii satisfies the axioms of the corresponding ontology
(Oi for all i ∈ [1, ..n]);
– The local interpretations and the domain relationships satisfy the constraints
imposed by the alignments (Aij for all i, j ∈ [1, ..n]).
• Variant 2: this semantic is formalized by distinct and separate local interpretations (Ii for all i ∈ [1, ..n]), and a special interpretation (Iij for all i, j ∈ [1, ..n])
assigns to each link Rij from i to j a domain relation, that is, a subset of
∆i × ∆j , i, j ∈ [1, ..n]. The combined interpretation I is composed of local interpretations and a special interpretations, I = h{Ii }, {Iij }i for all i, j ∈ [1, ..n].
It is a model of the network if:
– Each local interpretation Ii satisfies the axioms of the corresponding ontology
(Oi for all i ∈ [1, ..n]);
– The local interpretations and the special interpretation satisfy the constraints
imposed by the alignments (Aij for all i, j ∈ [1, ..n]).

Syntax O1

A12

I1
Semantics ∆1

r1,2

O2 . . .

On−1 An−1n On

I2

In−1

In

. . . ∆n−1rn−1,n ∆n
r2,n−1
r1,n−1
r2,n
∆2

r1,n
Domain
relation
Fig. 3. Contextual And Distributed Semantics (CADS)
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2.3.3 Contextual And Integrated Semantics (CAIS)
CAIS can be seen as, the combination of centralized semantics (on the alignment
side) and distributed semantics (on the local ontologies side). The local interpretations are distinct and separate but not directly related. They are connected by
means of the equalizing functions to an additional interpretation domain. The equalizing function is a projection function from local interpretation domain to a virtual
global domain. The global domain is used to interpret inter-ontological knowledge
(alignment) from a global point of view. It is the first idea that defines an independent interpretation of the alignments but the centralization of the alignment
interpretation in a single additional domain does not allow alignment contextualization. Distributed, integrated interpretation is composed of local interpretations and
equalizing functions I = h{Ii }, i i for all i ∈ [1, ..n] (see Figure 4). It is a model of
the network if:
• Local interpretations Ii satisfy source ontologies (Oi for all i ∈ [1, ..n]);
• The pairs of source interpretation and target with the equalizing functions (i
for all i ∈ [1, ..n]) satisfy the constraints imposed by the alignments (Aij for all
i, j ∈ [1, ..n]).
Syntax O1

A12

I1
Local D1
semantic
level
Equalizing 1
functions
Globallevel
semantic

O2 . . .

On−1 An−1n On
In−1

I2

In

Dn−1

D2
2

n−1

Dn
n

D

Fig. 4. Contextual And Integrated Semantics (CAIS)
Inspired from the basic semantics, an extended semantics for the interpretation
of Network of Aligned Ontologies on several levels is proposed. The proposed semantics, have the ability to support independent alignment interpretations as well
as their contextualization.
2.3.4 Extended Non-Contextual And Centralized Semantics (ENCACS)
Extended Non-Contextual And Centralized Semantics considers that the set of ontologies with corresponding alignments are interpreted in a single domain. The
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interpretation domain is the result of the union of the existing interpretation domains consisting of ontologies and alignments. An interpretation is a model of the
network if it satisfies all the axioms of local ontologies and alignments. These solutions are adapted for the integration of independent ontologies, independently
aligned and developed in different but compatible and not contradictory contexts.
Figure 5 shows an extension of the centralized semantics with the integration of
alignment interpretation.
Syntax O1

A12

I1
Semantics

O2 . . .

On−1 An−1n On

I2

In−1
In
In−1,n

I12

S

i,j∈I

∆ij

Global
interpretation
domain

Fig. 5. Extended Non-Contextual And Centralized Semantics (ENCACS)

2.3.5 Distributed And Contextual-On-Several-Levels Semantics (DACOSLS)
This semantic is an extension of CADS semantics, where alignments are interpreted
from the target ontology point of view. In order to interpret alignments of the
source and target ontologies independently, the idea is to generate an alignmentinterpretation domain (see Figure 6). Then, local interpretations are related to
alignment-interpretations through domain relationships. The notion of independent
alignment-interpretations by a pair of ontologies which ensures the contextualization
of the alignments. A distributed interpretation is a model if:
• The local interpretations satisfy the local ontologies;
• The alignment-interpretations satisfies the constraints posed by the alignments;
• The local interpretation, the alignment-interpretations with the domain relations
satisfies the contradictions posed by the equivalence bridge rules.

3 SEMANTIC APPROACHES
Two semantic approaches are usually associated with MLNK. DL-approach is defined to interpret and reason on multi-levels networked ontologies according to EN-
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O2 . . .

On−1 An−1n On

I1

I2

In−1

In

∆1

∆2

∆n−1

∆n

Syntax O1

A12

Local
semantic

Domain r1,12 r2,12
relation
Alignment
interpretation

rn,(n−1)n
rn−1,(n−1)n
∆(n−1)n

∆12

r
r12,12((n−1)n)(n−1)n,12((n−1)n)
Alignment
interpretation
at a higher level

∆12((n−1)n)

Fig. 6. Distributed And Contextual-On-Several-Levels Semantics (DACOSLS)
CACS (see [25] for more details). Where the DDL-approach is defined to interpret and reason on multi-levels networked ontologies according to Distributed and
Contextual-on-several-levels Semantics.
3.1 DL-approach
This approach consists in the transformation of the multi-levels networked ontologies
into a unique description logic ontology ”DL-ontology” following the steps below:
• Prefix the ontologies which consist in assigning the indexes of the source ontologies to their corresponding entities;
• Transformation of alignment into description logic axioms ”DL-axioms”;
• Generation of the global ontology, also known as a multi-level knowledge node,
obtained recursively by the union of the source ontologies with the integration
of the axioms originating from alignments;
• testing the MLNK consistency through the DLMLNKR prototype.
3.2 DDL-approach: syntax and semantics
This approach consists in the transformation ”SystDis” of the multi-levels networked
ontologies to a DDL system, following the steps below:
1. Generation of alignment-ontology;
2. Generation of equivalence bridge rules between terms of alignment-ontology and
terms belonging to corresponding source ontologies.
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Let us recall the necessary definitions, in order for the reader to better understand implementation details of the DDLMLNKR prototype presented in section 4.
Definition 3.1 (Indexing the ontology element). Let i be an index. We define the
function prefix on the terms, axioms and ontologies, such that prefix(X, i) = {i:X}
when X is an atomic concept, atomic role or an individual, and if X is a formula,
prefix(X, i) is a formula where all terms are prefixed by i.
Definition 3.2 (Alignment-ontology signature). Let us consider a multi-level knowledge node K, alignment-ontology signature ΣA is defined as follows according to the
case:
• if K is an ontology then ΣA = ∅;
• if K a multi-level knowledge node composed of sub nodes K1 , . . . , Kn and Aij
which is alignment between Ki and Kj for i, j ∈ [1, n], then:
ΣA (K) =

[

r

{prefix(X, i), prefix(Y, j) | i:X ←→ j:Y ∈ Aij } ∪

i,j∈[1,n]

[

Voc(Aij )

i,j∈[1,n]

where X and Y are the concepts, roles or individuals and r ∈ {v, ≡, ⊥, ∈, =}, and
Voc(Aij ) means the alignment vocabulary, the links of Aij .
Alignment-ontology formulas are the set of generated formulas from correspondences. Firstly, the function associating each correspondence to an axiom is defined.
Definition 3.3 (Correspondence transformation into axioms). Let us consider an
alignment Aij between a node i and a node j, for i, j ∈ [1, n]. We define trans a
v
function which assigns to each correspondence of Aij a DL axiom: trans({i:A ←→
≡
j:B}) = {prefix(A, i) v prefix(B, j)}; trans({i:A ←→ j:B}) = {prefix(A, i) ≡
⊥
∈
prefix(B, j)}; trans({i:A ←→ j:B}) = {prefix(A, i) v ¬prefix(B, j)}; trans({i:u ←→
=
l
j:A}) = {prefix(A, j)(i:u)}; trans({i:u ←→ j:u0 }) = {i:u = j:u0 }; trans({i:u ←→
l
j:u0 }) = {role(l)(i:u, j:u0 )}; trans({i:A ←→ j:B}) = {prefix(A, i) v ∃role(l).prefix(B, j)},
where A, B, u and u0 are the matchable entities and l is a link.
Definition 3.4 (Alignment-ontology formulas). Let us consider a multi-level knowledge node K, the set of alignment-ontology formulas FA is defined, according to the
cases as follows:
• if K is an ontology then FA = ∅;
• if K is a multi-level knowledge node composed of sub nodes K1 , . . . , Kn and
alignments Aij between Ki and Kj for i, j ∈ [1, n] and trans is the function that
associates to any correspondence of Aij a DL-axiom (see Definition 3.3) and
alignment-ontology-formula set FA (K) = {f | f ∈ trans(Aij )}.
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Definition 3.5 (Alignment-ontology). Let us consider a node K = h{Ki }, {Aij }i
for i, j ∈ [1, n], Ki are local nodes and Aij is an alignment between Ki and Kj . We
define OntoAlign the alignment-ontology generated from Aij of K, OntoAlign(K) =
hΣA (K), FA (K)i.
The bridge rules of multi-level knowledge node represent the equivalence correspondences established between the terms of alignment-ontology and terms belonging to the corresponding local ontologies.
Definition 3.6 (Bridge rules toward alignment-ontology). Let us consider a knowledge node K. The case dependant, bridge rules oriented towards the alignmentontology (noted B(K)) is defined as follows:
• if K is an ontology then B(K) = ∅;
• if K a multi-level knowledge node composed of sub nodes K1 , . . . , Kn and Aij
which is alignment between Ki and Kj for i, j ∈ [1, n] then B(K) contains a
bridge rules defined as follows, for i ∈ [1, n]:
– if Ki is an ontology and X is a concept or a role of Ki then
≡
i:X → OntoAlign(K):i:X ∈ B(K);
=
– if Ki is an ontology a is an individual of Ki then i:a → OntoAlign(K):i:a ∈
B(K);
– if Ki is a composed node and X a concept or role of OntoAlign(Ki ) then
≡
OntoAlign(Ki ):X → OntoAlign(K):ki :X ∈ B(K);
– if Ki is a composed node and a an individual of OntoAlign(Ki ) then
=
OntoAlign(Ki ):a → OntoAlign(K):ki :a ∈ B(K).
The MLNK interpreted as a DDL system is composed of several local nodes
connected to their alignment-ontology through a family on bridge rules.
Definition 3.7 (MLNK in DDL form). Let us consider a knowledge node K. SystDis
is a DDL system of K, SystDis(K) = hOnto(K), Bridge(K)i with Onto(K) a family
of local ontologies which is recursively defined as follows
• Onto(K) = {K}, if K is a DL-ontology;
• Onto(K) = Onto(K1 ) ∪ Onto(K2 ) ∪ . . . ∪ Onto(Kn ) ∪ OntoAlign(K) if K is a node
with Ki local nodes.
Bridge(K) is a family of bridge rules of K recursively defined as follows:
• Bridge(K) = ∅ if K is an ontology;
• Bridge(K) = Bridge(K1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ Bridge(Kn ) ∪ B(K).
We will illustrate this transformation with examples:
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Example 2. Let us consider a networked ontologies K = h{O1 , O2 }, {A12 }i, with
v
L
A12 = {1:A ←→ 2:B, 1:a ←→ 2:b} where A, B are concepts or roles, a, b are individuals and L is a link. We can say that an interpretation I satisfies K if I satisfies O1
and O2 and it also satisfies A12 . To interpret K according to the DDL-approach, we
transform it into a distributed system SystDis(K) = h{O1 , O2 , O3 }, {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 }i
with O1, O2 being the source ontologies, O3 is an alignment-ontology generated
from the alignments and b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 are equivalence bridge rules.
≡

• b1 = 1:A → 3:1:A;
≡

• b2 = 1:a → 3:1:a;
≡

• b3 = 2:B → 3:2:B;
≡

• b4 = 2:b → 3:2:b;
b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 are interpreted by the domain relations that bind the corresponding local
interpretations according to the DDL semantics:
• I1 , I3 |= b1 if r13 (AI1 ) = 1 : AI3 ;
• I1 , I3 |= b2 if r13 (aI1 ) = 1 : aI3 ;
• I2 , I3 |= b3 if r23 (B I2 ) = 1 : B I3 ;
• I2 , I3 |= b4 if r23 (bI2 ) = 1 : bI3 ;
The interpretation K satisfies the correspondences of K if :
v

• I |= 1:A ←→ 2:B if I1 , I3 |= b1 and (1 : A)I3 ⊆ (2 : B)I3 and I2 , I3 |= b3 ;
L

• I |= 1:a ←→ 2:b if I1 , I3 |= b2 and L(1 : aI3 , 2 : bI3 ) ∈ LI3 and I2 , I3 |= b4 .
K distributed interpretation, I = {I1 , I2 , I3 , r13 , r23 } where I1 , I2 are the local
interpretations of O1 , O2 , I3 is the interpretation of generated alignment-ontology
and r13 , r23 are domain relations for interpreting generated rule bridges.
I satisfies the ontologies network K in the DDL-approach if I satisfies SystDis(K) =
h{O1 , O2 , O3 }, {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 }i in the basic semantics DDL.
Example 3. Ontologies and alignments of Example 1 are used to build a DDL
system. Table 2 details the contents of those nodes.

4 DDLMLNKR PROTOTYPE
The DDLMLNKR prototype exploits the distributed reasoner DRAGO [30], that
can handle OWL ontologies and RDF/XML files containing mappings and links as
inputs.
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Fig. 8. MLNK transformation into a Distributed System
4.1 DDLMLNKR prototype architecture
The main components of this tool are illustrated in Figure 7 which describes the
general architecture of the DDL-approach implementation.
Each component is
then described as follows:
• Alignments loading: It allows to loading alignments saved in RDF files, resulting from alignment discovery tools available on the World WideWeb. Alignment
may be enriched in a semi-automatic manner using links;
• Parser: it allows parsing RDF/XML files containing alignments, it also allows
recognizing mappings which are converted into axioms and links converted into
specific roles;
• Alignment-ontology generating: in this module, the construction of an
ontology in DL whose entities appear to the left and right of the alignment-
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correspondences is performed. This module also integrates the axioms produced
from the transformation of mappings and roles from links;
• Bridges rules generating: This component is used to generate the bridge rules
between the entities belonging to the local ontologies and the corresponding entities belonging to the alignment-ontologies. They are then stored as C-OWL [9]
files. C-OWL (Contextualized OWL) is an extension of OWL language designed
to express mappings in DDL [8] formalism;
• Executing module of distributed reasoner DRAGO: URLs of the target
ontology (alignment-ontology) and bridges rules are introduced and the source
ontologies are determined by DRAGO. Subsequently, it will then be possible to
determine the consistency of the networked ontologies.
Algorithm 4.1 Transformation of MLNK into a Distributed System
load({Aij }) //i, j ∈ [1, ..n]
for all Aij ∈ {Aij } do
create( Oak , BROak1 , BROak2 ) //k ∈ [1, ..n]
for all correspondence c ∈ Aij do
read i:entity1, j:entity2
Oak .add(Oak :i:entity1)
Oak .add(Oak :j:entity2)
if c = map then
transform c into axiom
Oak .add(Oak :axiom)
else
transform c into Object-property //(c = link)
Oak .add(Oak :ObjectProperty)
end if
create equiv-map between i:entity1 and Oak :i:entity1
BROak1 .add(equiv-map)
create equiv-map between j:entity2 and Oak :j:entity2
BROak2 .add(equiv-map)
end for
end for

4.2 Implementation and experimentation of DDLMLNKR prototype
Experimentation tests were performed on Benchmark ontologies 1 . Table ??, describes the size of the used ontologies and alignments constituting the MLNK.
Inter-Ontology alignments A101−103 , A101−104 were enriched by new links as they
1

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2014/
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did not contain any vocabulary. Then an Alignment, A101−103−101−104 is created between inter-ontology alignments A101−103 , A101−104 , enriched by mappings between
the links existing in the alignments A101−103 , A101−104 . Having the ”Alignment API”
format [13] extended earlier, in order to store links. A part of A101−103−101−104 alignments is shown in Listing 1. A mapping representing an equivalence relation is
inserted between the links ”evaluate” and ”reviewed”
Considering we have a MLNK, with existing alignments at several levels, K =
h{101, 103, 104}, {A101−103 , A101−104 , A101−103−101−104 }i. The transformation of the
network to a distributed system SystDis(K) consists in generating (see Algorithm 4.1):
• Ontologies Oa1 , Oa2 , Oa3 for the respective alignments A101−103 , A101−104 , A101−103−101−104 .
• Equivalence Bridge Rules between generated ontology alignments and source
ontologies: BROa11 , BROa12 , BROa21 , BROa22 , BROa31 , BROa32
SystDis(K) = h{101, 103, 104, Oa1 , Oa2 , Oa3 , BROa11 , BROa12 , BROa21 , BROa22 , BROa31 , BROa32 }i
is the distributed obtained system. The transformation is depicted in Figure 8). The steps
implemented during the transformation of the network, K, following the DDLMLNKR
prototype are:
1. Load alignments A101−103 , A101−104 , A101−103−101−104 ;
2. the prototype parses the alignments, identify correspondences of mapping types and
transform them into axioms. The correspondences of link types are transformed into
roles.
3. The prototype generates alignment-ontologies Oa1 , Oa2 , Oa3 , having as a signature,
entities being on the left and right of correspondences and roles resulting from links
transformation. Oa1 , Oa2 , Oa3 contains also, axioms resulting from correspondences
transformation;
4. The prototype generates bridge rules BROa11 , BROa12 , BROa21 , BROa22 , BROa31 , BROa32 .
This step consists in creating the correspondences of mapping type between entities
in alignment-ontologies and their images in source ontologies.
5. The execution of the DRAGO reasoner for consistency test, is handled as follow:
(a) Construction of the first P eer1 inserting the target ontology Oa1 and Bridge rules
BROa11 , BROa12 . For each bridge rule, the source ontology is identified and
automatically inserted. As an example, for BROa11 ontology 101 is inserted, as
for BROa12 it is ontology 103;
(b) The second P eer2 is constructed by inserting the target ontology Oa2 and bridge
rules BROa21 , BROa22 . Source ontologies 101 and 104 are identified and inserted
automatically;
(c) The third P eer3 is constructed by inserting the target ontology Oa3 and bridge
rules BROa31 , BROa32 , Source ontologies Oa1 and Oa2 are identified and inserted
automatically;
(d) Run the consistency test for each P eer
A P eer is a concept of the DRAGO reasoner [30] consisting in regrouping for each target
ontology, its own mappings as well as associated ontologies.
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The distributed system, SystDis(K), is consistent if and only if: the Peer1, Peer2 and
Peer3 are consistent. Results with respect to the transformation time and consistency time
for the Network K, are presented in Section 5.4 for comparative analysis with DLMLNKR
results presented in the paper [25].

Listing 1. A part of alignment (A101−103−101−104 )
<Alignment>
<a l i g n m e n t IRI = ” h t t p : / / . . . / alignment −101−103−101−104. r d f ”/>
<xml>yes </xml>
<l e v e l >0</ l e v e l >
<type >11</type>
<onto1>h t t p : / / . . . / alignment −101 −103. r d f </onto1>
<onto2>h t t p : / / . . . / alignment −101 −104. r d f </onto2>
<map>
<C e l l >
<e n t i t y 1 r d f : r e s o u r c e=
’ h t t p : / / . . . / alignment −101−103# e v a l u a t e ’/>
<e n t i t y 2 r d f : r e s o u r c e=
’ h t t p : / / . . . / alignment −101−104#re viewe d ’/>
<measure r d f : d a t a t y p e =’ h t t p : / / . . . # f l o a t ’ >1.0 </ measure>
<r e l a t i o n >=</r e l a t i o n >
</C e l l >
</map>
5 DL-APPROACH AND DDL-APPROACH COMPARISON
In this section, DL and DDL-approaches are compared, with respect to specific criteria in
order to determine for which cases one is more suitable than the other.
The two approaches are then studied with respect to both evaluation criteria and comparative summary tables are presented in Tables 4 and 5.

5.1 Consistency comparison
For consistency, the goal is to try to prove that an inconsistent multi-level networked
knowledge expressed in the DL-approach, could be consistent in the DDL-approach.
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Theorem 1. If a Multi-Level Networked knowledge is inconsistent when expressed in
DL-approach, it can be consistent when expressed in DDL-approach.
This theorem can be proved by showing that the multi-level networked knowledge, in the
example is inconsistent according to DL-approach semantics (ENCACS) and is consistent
according to DDL-approach semantics (DACOSLS).
Example 4. Let us consider an ontologies O1 = {A1 v ¬B1 , A1 (a)}, O2 = {A2 v B2 }
≡
≡
and an alignment A12 = {1:A1 ←→ 2:A2 , 1:B1 ←→ 2:B2 }.
Lemma 1. DL-approach consistency: Constitute a global ontology whose elements are
prefixed from source ontologies and the mappings, links are transformed into axioms OG =
{1:A1 v ¬1:B1 , 1:A1 (1:a), 2:A2 v 2:B2 , 1:A1 ≡ 2:A2 , 1:B1 ≡ 2:B2 }.
1:A1 v ¬1:B1

(1)

1:A1 (1:a)

(2)

2:A2 v 2:B2

(3)

1:A1 ≡ 2:A2

(4)

1:B1 ≡ 2:B2

(5)

1, 4, 5 ⇒ 2:A2 v ¬2:B2

(6)

2, 4 ⇒ 2:A2 (1:a)

(7)

6, 7 ⇒ ¬2:B2 (1:a)

(8)

7, 3 ⇒ 2:B2 (1:a)

(9)

Contradiction according to (8) and (9) and this implies that OG is DL-approach inconsistent.
Lemma 2. DDL-approach consistency: Let us take the same Example 4, construct a
distributed system S according to the DDL-approach, with an alignment-ontology constructed from the correspondences, noted O12 , generating then, the corresponding bridges
rules B.
We obtain an ontology O12 = {1:A1 ≡ 2:A2 , 1:B1 ≡ 2:B2 } and the bridges rules
≡
≡
B = {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 } where: b1 = {1:A1 → 12:(1:A1 )}; b2 = {1:B1 → 12:(1:B1 )}; b3 =
≡
≡
{2:A2 → 12:(2:A2 )}; b4 = {2:B2 → 12:(2:B2 )}.
To show that S = {O1 , O2 , O12 , B} is consistent, then we must find a model that
satisfies all axioms and bridges rules of S.
Supposing that a model of S exists then there is a distributed interpretation
I = {I1 , I2 , I3 , r12 , r13 , r23 , r21 , r31 , r32 } such that I |= S.
This implies that: I1 |= O1 ; I2 |= O2 ; I3 |= O12 ; I1 , I3 , r13 |= b1 ; I1 , I3 , r13 |= b2 ;
I2 , I3 , r23 |= b3 ; I2 , I3 , r23 |= b4 ;
This is equivalent to showing that there exists an interpretation I = {I1 , I2 , I3 , r13 , r23 }
such that: AI11 ⊆ ¬B1I1 ⊆ ∆1 ; aI1 ∈ AI1 ; AI22 ⊆ B2I2 ⊆ ∆2 ; r13 (AI11 ) = (1:A1 )I3 ;
r13 (B1I1 ) = (1:B1 )I3 ; r23 (AI22 ) = (2:A2 )I3 ; r23 (B2I2 ) = (2:B2 )I3 .
Consider the following domain of interpretation: ∆1 = {1}, ∆2 = {2}, ∆3 = {3}, and
interpretation functions defined as follows : AI11 = {1}; aI1 = 1; B1I1 = ∅; AI22 = ∅;
B2I2 = ∅; (1:A1 )I3 = ∅; (1:B1 )I1 = ∅; (2:A2 )I3 = ∅; (2:B2I3 ) = ∅; r13 (AI11 ) = ∅; r13 (B1I1 ) = ∅;
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r23 (AI22 ) = ∅; r23 (B2I2 ) = ∅.
So for I = h({1}, I1 ), ({2}, I2 ), ({3}, I3 ), ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅i, we have I |= S, then S is consistent.
It can then be concluded that the way the alignments are treated when expressed in DL,
is fixed and thus allows a reconciliation of local ontologies and alignments. This approach
can be used in the case of modular ontologies, alignments, where each module is part of a
global perspective in a broader domain. However, It has limits when it comes to the Word
Wide Web, where ontologies, alignments can have contradictory points of view. On the
other hand, when expressed in DDL, ontologies with different viewpoints may collaborate,
even if they are considered incompatible.

5.2 Transformation complexity
• The complexity of transforming the multi-level networked knowledge into
a DL-ontology is linear in terms of ontologies and corresponding alignments (comptDL). It can be calculated using the number of prefix (ontology
and links terms), noted (nbpref ix) and the generated axiom number noted
(nbaxiom). Let the variables ni , l, m and p, be respectively the number of
local terms belonging to the local ontology Oi , the number of links term,
the number of levels and the number of correspondences;
nbpref ix = (m − 1) ∗ l + m ∗

X

ni

(10)

nbaxiom = p

(11)

comptDL = nbpref ix + p

(12)

• The transformation complexity in a DDL distributed system (comptDDL) is calculated
according to the number of operations performed to create axioms in the alignment
ontology (Axioms are obtained from the transformation of correspondences), and the
number of bridge rules creation operations (nbbr). Let us recall that for a correspondence there are two terms (the terms on the right and the terms on the left of the
correspondence) and for each term, a bridge rule is created;
nbaxioma = p

(13)

nbbr = 2p

(14)

comptDDL = nbaxioma + nbbr

(15)

The transformation complexity in the case of updating local ontologies expressed in DL
is proportional to the number of updates, bearing in mind that, updating local ontologies
leads to the reconstruction of a global ontology. For the DDL- approach, the update of
the local ontologies does not affect the transformation. Thus, it can be concluded that
DDL-approach is more appropriate in the case where the evolution of local ontologies is
more important than that of the correspondences.

5.3 Reasoning complexity
Reasoning complexity of MLNK semantic-approaches is based on the reasoning complexities of the basic semantics of DL and DDL. Multi-Level Networked Knowledge in DLapproach is transformed into DL-ontology constructed from a fusion of local ontologies
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whose terms have been prefixed and alignments transformed into axioms. The local ontologies can be formalized in different logics, with the expressivity of the axiom’ origin
alignment being very simple and possibly formalized in the decidable EL language whose
complexity is NPcomplete. Thus, the decidability and the complexity of the MLNK interpreted in DL can be given by studying the decidability and the complexity fusion of the
local description logics and the integrated axioms logics. In that context, a recent work
addressing the reasoning complexity in multi-viewpoint ontologies, via import from other
ontologies may be of interest [23].
This aspect has not been dealt with in this paper, however, the reader is redirected
to [6] for a more comprehensive description. First, this work shows that the fusion of
two description logic is a fragment of the union of the latter because reasoning on the
union of the two logics requires the implementation of a new reasoning method. However,
reasoning on the merger can be reduced to reasoning on logical components. Moreover,
reasoning on the union of two decidable logics can be undecidable, whereas reasoning on
the fusion of the same logic remains decidable.
For example, the union of logics ALCF (which is an extension of ALC by the addition
of functional roles) and ALC +,◦,∪ (Which is an extension of ALC by the addition of transitivity, composition and union of roles), is undecidable. While their fusion is decidable.
According to the same paper, the complexity of the description logics merge, whose complexity is Pspace is also Pspace [6]. This is not valid for the union of these logics. For
example, the complexity of the union of logics ALCF OQ (which is an extension of ALC
by adding functional role, nominal and number restriction) and the ALCI logic (which is
an extension of ALC by the addition of inverse role) is NExpTime whereas the complexity of the component logic is PSpace [6]. This is different for the DDL-approach, where
the logics are not merged but connected by relationships, Ghidini and al. in [18] present
a study showing that the inference on mappings is decidable and the complexity ranges
between ExpTime and 2ExpTime. It can then be concluded, that the complexity of the
MLNK interpreted in DDL can be equal to the highest complexity among local ontologies
and mappings inferences.

5.4 Comparison of MLNK prototypes
The results are given by the MLNK transformation test performed by the two prototypes
DLMLNKR and DDLMLNKR on the initial ontologies (Case 1) show that the transformation time in a distributed system is slightly improved over the one obtained constructing
a global DL ontology, see Table 4 and Figure 9 (Case 1).
Case 2 evaluates the impact of the source ontology evolution on transformation time. Ontologies have been enriched by new entities, independent from alignments. This permits
to enlarge the source ontology sizes, keeping the alignment size unchanged. Then results
presented in Table 4 and Figure 9 (Case 2) show that the transformation time of the
MLNK using the DDLMLNKR prototype remain unchanged. This concludes that the
DDL-approach is transparent with respect to ontology evolution.
In Case 3, the impact of alignment evolution is tested, with the insertion of mappings
and links performed between existing entities. The goal is to increase alignments size
while keeping ontology size unchanged. The results show that transformation results using both prototypes are affected. This concludes that MLNK transformation time evolves
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with respect to the evolution of alignments size. Table 4 and Figure 9 (case 3) show that
reasoning upon distributed semantic is context depending, and more computationally expensive than reasoning based on a non contextual one. However, according to Section 5.1,
it has been proven that the consistency test for contextual semantics is more efficient than
that of not-contextual semantics. Let us suppose that for a given case, the consistency
test following a DL-approach is inconsistent and that entities causing the inconsistency
belong to different ontologies, however, not concerned by alignments. In that case, the
network is consistent following the DDL-approach.
Based on the consistency test for all three studied cases, it is clear that the evolution of
ontology and alignment sizes does not affect consistency at all. In other words, evolution
does not affect complexity, (Table 4 and Figure 10).

Fig. 9. MLNK transformation test results

Fig. 10. MLNK consistency test results
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6 STATE OF ART SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION
In previous works, authors have surveyed research in relation to the topic of MLNK formalisms [25] and [24], and do not wish to develop them further again in the present work,
stating only the most recent ones. Previous research have been classified into two main
research categories: ”aligned knowledge networks” and ”contextual knowledge modelling”.
In the first category ”aligned knowledge networks”, research focus on representation and
reasoning on heterogeneous ontologies built independently however still aligned. This is the
case in Distributed Description Logic [8], Integrated Distributed Description Logics [33],
Package-based Description Logics [7], E-connection [27] and E − SHIQ [32], as well as
the proposed formalism. Works classified in the second category ”contextual knowledge
modelling”, model the contexts, linking those via a meta description. Each context posses
then its own instances and use aggregation relations in order to link instances. As examples, [26], [22], [21], and recently [4] as well as [19], fall into this category, with the latter
reference proposing reasoning on a hierarchical structure of the contexts.
The difference between the categories vision ”contextual knowledge modelling” and
”aligned knowledge networks”, is similar to the difference between the Global-As-View
(GAV) and Local-As-View (LAV) approaches used in integration data systems formalized
and expressed in terms of requests [10], [15].
The modelling principle of works in ”contextual knowledge modelling” category is the
same as that of GAV where a top-down design approach is applied, proceeding from global
to local. On the other hand, for the works in ”aligned knowledge networks” category and
LAV approaches, the upward design method is applied from local to global.
Other works, consider that every local source in a network is treated as an independent
module, permitting reasoning on the latter [20] and [29].
In this paper, stress is put on formalisms that represent and reason on independent
and aligned ontologies. Differences between presented formalisms will be discussed, with
a special attention given to the contribution of the proposed formalism. A summary of
the above is depicted in Table 6.

6.1 Multi-level networked knowledge representation
Multi-level networked knowledge is composed of a set of aligned nodes, these in turn
are composed of the aligned sub-nodes and so on, where the most elementary nodes are
ontologies. The alignment of the nodes composed of sub-nodes and alignments between
them makes it possible to align the alignments and thanks to this structure the alignments can be formalized. No formalism cited below tolerates a dynamic representation of
local and aligned knowledge. In addition, the syntactic formalization of local knowledge
(ontology and nodes) in the proposed formalism is described in an abstract and independent way from any language and consequently, can be adapted to any logic. DDL [8],
P-DL [7], E − SHIQ and IDDL [33] are developed for a network of description logic ontologies. The ontologies in DFOL [17] formalism can be expressed in first-order logic. In
E-connection [27], the local ontologies of the same network can be represented in various
logics along with an abstract description system.
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6.2 Alignment contextual representation
In multi-level networked knowledge, alignments are expressed using an alignment language
independently from ontology languages. These have their own vocabularies, consisting in
mappings and/or links and expressed according to the point of view of the pair of ontologies combination. In other words, according to the global point of view in relation
to a pair of ontologies. Unlike DDL and IDDL that only define and interpret mappings,
E-connection [27] and E − SHIQ [32] express links but do not take into account the
conflict of alignment heterogeneity. This is mainly because they are oriented and interpreted according to the target ontology correspondence point of view. The definition of
the correspondences for a global point of view has already been presented in the IDDL
formalism, but given the absence of links (therefore of alignment vocabulary), it does not
require alignment of higher levels.

6.3 The semantics associated with multi-level networked knowledge formalism
For interpretation, an instantiation of the generic formalism is carried out. We are interested in the case where ontologies are expressed in description logics (DL).
• The DL-approach that adopts ENCACS, the basic Non-Contextual And Centralized
Semantics is applied by SomeWhere [1] and SomeRDFS [3], SomeOWL [2] and OWL’s
import semantics;
• The DDL-approach adopts Distributed and Contextual-on-several-levels Semantics,
the basic distributed and contextual semantics is applied using DDL, PDL, E-connection
and E −SHIQ. In our case, the alignments are not interpreted according to the target
ontology correspondence viewpoint, but they are interpreted in an external level. Independently of local ontologies, this external level is represented by an interpretation
domain associated to generated alignment-ontology.

6.4 Reasoning
Several reasoning prototypes may be associated with MLNK. DLMLNKR prototype [25]
allows reasoning on the proposed formalism adopting the DL-approach. The SomeWhere
and SomeRDF algorithms can also be exploited, (but only when links are ignored) to
ensure a distributed and not-contextual reasoning. The DDL-approach implementation
(DDLMLNKR prototype, Section 4.2) is ensured using the DRAGO reasoner and allows
a distributed and contextual reasoning on the MLNK.

7 CONCLUSIONS
This work is the extension of previous works [25] and [24], and proposes an extended semantics that can be associated with MLNK. The main advantage of
those semantics is their ability to handle separately alignment interpretations.
The DACOSLS is not only suitable for contextual ontology reasoning, but
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also for contextual alignment reasoning. In order to prove the feasibility and
efficiency of the DDL-approach which adopts DACOSLS, a prototype based
on the DRAGO reasoner and termed DDLMLNKR was designed and implemented. Results on consistency tests and transformation time are assessed and
commented, as well as compared to the ones obtained using the DL-approach.
Based on the viewpoint notion, it can be concluded that DL-approach may
be used in cases where interpretation domains of the network local sources
are defined in different but compatible contexts. Each domain consists then
in a portion of completing others in the larger domain. DDL-approach is therefore recommended in the case where local sources interpretation domains (Ontologies and
Alignments) of the network are defined in different incompatible contexts, thus permitting
contextualization of ontologies and alignments. Other comparison criteria, may be useful
to help users choose the most appropriate approach for their applications.
However, the introduction of such structures poses new practical and theoretical issues,
which we would like to explore later may be given by:
1. One can wonder about the problem of automatic correspondences discovery between
alignments: are the tools and techniques used for ontology alignment construction
adapted to all levels of a knowledge network? Can alignments be used at a certain
level for the discovery of higher level alignments?
2. The need for a concise representation of such networks in a possible standardized
format;
3. Knowledge management or visualization tools need to be built to organize and observe
multi-level networks in order to maintain them throughout their life cycle. In addition,
the hierarchical construction of multi-level networks requires re-evaluating knowledge
modelling methodologies by detailing the steps to be followed for their development;
4. Concerning the semantic part, the use of existing paradigms was privileged. However,
It would be interesting to reflect on another way of interpreting the MLNK semantics
by defining a formal semantics constructed directly on this structure and then propose
a correct and complete reasoning algorithm;
5. Finally, it would be important and useful to develop a system able of interrogating this
type of network. A formalization of the federated request system is under development
and will be presented later.
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Node
level 0
K1 = pr
K2 = eq
K3 = zn
level 1
K4 = {K1 , K2 , AK1 -K2 }

Distributed system

K5 = {K2 , K3 , AK2 -K3 }

OntoAlign(K5 ) = oa5 = hΣ5 , F5 i,
where Σ5 = {k2 :DF1 , k3 :ANNA1TG01, part-of }
and F5 = {part-of (k2 :DF1 , k3 :ANNA1TG01)}
=
B(K5 ) = {k2 :DF1 → oa5 :k2 :DF1 ,
=
k3 :ANNA1TG01 → oa5 :k3 :ANNA1TG01};
Onto(K5 ) = {K2 , K3 , oa5 }
Bridge(K5 ) = B(K5 )
SystDis(K5 ) = hOnto(K5 ), Bridge(K5 )i

level 2
K6 = {K4 , K5 , AK4 -K5 }

B(K1 ) = ∅, Onto(K1 ) = {K1 }, Bridge(K1 ) = ∅, SystDis(K1 ) = {{K1 }, ∅}
B(K2 ) = ∅, Onto(K2 ) = {K2 }, Bridge(K2 ) = ∅, SystDis(K2 ) = {{K2 }, ∅}
B(K3 ) = ∅, Onto(K3 ) = {K3 }, Bridge(K3 ) = ∅, SystDis(K3 ) = {{K3 }, ∅}
OntoAlign(K4 ) = oa4 = hΣ4 , F4 i,
where Σ4 = {k1 :G1 , k2 :DF1 , compose}
and F4 = {compose(k1 :G1 , k2 :DF1 )}
=
B(K4 ) = {k1 :G1 → oa4 :k1 :G1 ,
=
k2 :DF1 → oa4 :k2 :DF1 };
Onto(K4 ) = {K1 , K2 , oa4 }
Bridge(K4 ) = B(K4 );
SystDis(K4 ) = hOnto(K4 ), Bridge(K4 )i

OntoAlign(K6 ) = oa6 = hΣ6 , F6 i
where Σ6 = {oa4 :compose, oa5 :part-of }
and F6 = {oa4 :compose ≡ oa5 :part-of }
=
B(K6 ) = {oa4 :compose → oa6 :compose,
=
oa5 :part-of → oa6 :part-of
Onto(K6 ) = Onto(K4 ) ∪ Onto(K5 ) ∪ {oa6 }
= {K1 , K2 , K3 , oa4 , oa5 , oa6 }
Bridge(K6 ) = Bridge(K4 ) ∪ Bridge(K5 ) ∪ B(K6 )
= B(K4 ) ∪ B(K5 ) ∪ B(K6 )
SystDis(K6 ) = hOnto(K6 ), Bridge(K6 )i

Table 2. Example of an MLNK in DDL form. We rename OntoAlign(Ki ) in oai for i ∈
[4, 6].
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Ontologies/alignments

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Size(kB)

DLMLNKR

DDLMLNKR

Time(ms)

Time(ms)

101

71.5

103

80.4

104

46.1

Transformation= 1140

Transformation= 1087

A101−103

44.4

Consistency= 460

Consistency= 8200

A101−104

49.3

A101−103−101−104

4.45

101

104.2

103

110.3

104

78.8

Transformation= 1161

Transformation= 1087

A101−103

44.4

Consistency= 464

Consistency= 8222

A101−104

49.3

A101−103−101−104

4.45

101

71.5

103

80.4

104

46.1

Transformation= 1232

Transformation= 1189

A101−103

78.2

Consistency= 477

Consistency= 8302

A101−104

84.5

A101−103−101−104

9.01

Table 4. Comparison of MLNK prototypes results
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Approach

DL-approach

DDL-approach

updating

implementation

Reasoner

complexity

Transformation

complexity

Reasoning

increases with

Impact of

ontologies
supports

increasing sizes

= the highest among the

point of view

leads to the

multiple logics

increases with increasing

complexities of local logics

of ontologies
and alignments

network updating

a reasoner

sizes of alignments

or mappings inference

logics merge

= complexity of the local

compatible

transparent

by logic

of ontologies and alignments

inconsistent

to the network

viewpoints

viewpoints

Table 5. Comparative table of DL and DDL-approaches
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Formalism: DDL
Motivation: resolution of semantic heterogeneity between ontologies
Local sources: DL ontologies
Alignments: mappings, view point of the target ontology
Semantics: CADS variant 1
Reasoning: distributed in peer-to-peer system
Drago distributed reasoner [30]
Formalism: E-connection
Motivation: ontologies combination
Local sources: Logic ontologies with Abstract Description System
Alignments: links, view point of the target ontology
Semantics: CADS variant 2
Reasoning: distributed
Extended Pellet reasoner [31]
Formalism: P-DL
Motivation: ontologies import
Local sources: DL ontologies
Alignments: foreign term, view point of the target ontology
t

(e.g., Oi → Oj ) ontology Oj imports term t defined in ontology Oi
Semantics: CADS variant 1
Reasoning: distributed
P-DL distributed reasoner: https://sourceforge.net/projects/p-dl-reasoner/
Formalism: IDDL
Motivation: resolution of semantic heterogeneity between ontologies, mediation of alignments
Local sources: DL ontologies
Alignments: mappings, global view point
Semantics: CAIS
Reasoning: distributed
Draon distributed reasoner [12]
Formalism: E − SHIQ
Motivation: resolution of semantic heterogeneity between ontologies, ontologies combination
Local sources: DL ontologies
Alignments: mappings, links, view point of the target ontology
Semantics: CADS combination of variant 1 and variant 2
Reasoning: distributed
E − SHIQ distributed reasoner [32]
Formalism: MLNK
Motivation: resolution of semantic heterogeneity between ontologies and alignments, ontologies combination,
Local sources: nodes hierarchically composed of aligned sub-nodes, independent of any language
Alignments: mappings,links, ontologies-pair view point
Semantics: DL-approach: ENCACS
: DDL-approach: DACOSLS
Reasoning: centralized for DL-approach
: distributed for DDL-approach
Reasoner: DLMLNKR [25], DDLMLNKR

Table 6. Summary table of state of art

